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It is proved that L,,,&) # 0 where 
m d 1 
I&) =c - -(s > 0) 
1 0 n n” 
and (d/n) is Kronecker’s symbol. 
.I. P. Serre (in a letter to S. Chowla) has found a field k of degree 8 over 
Q and containing the biquadratic field Q(S1i2, 411/3 such that 
U3) = 0. 
Here &(s) denotes the Dedekind zeta function defined by 
where ‘2I runs over all integral ideals of k. In this connection it is of interest 
to determine whether the series 
vanishes at s = $. 
We prove 
THEOREM. L,,,(S) > Ofir s > 0. 
Proof.’ We have, for nonprincipal characters x and s > 0 
L(s, x) = f % 
1 
S,(2) - S,(l) + S,(3) - SK9 + . . .) 
3” 
1 See Acta Arith. 1 (1936). 
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where 
Rearranging this series we get 
Now write 
Then the last series can be written 
L(s, x) = S,(l){ 1 -s - 2-S) 
+ {S,(2) - S,(1)){2-” - 3-q 
+ {S,(3) - S,(2)}P - 4-7 
+ a** 4 {S,(n) - S,(n - l)@P - (n + l)-“) 
+ . . . 
= S,(l){ 1-s - 2 * 2--8 + 3-S) 
+ f&(2)(2-” + 2 * 3-s + 4-s) 
+ s,(3)(3-s - 2 . 4-s + 5-S) + . . . . 
Now it is easily proved that for s > 0 
n+ - 2(n + l)-” + (n + 2)-* > 0. 
Hence if S,(x) > 0 for all x it follows that L(s, x) > 0 for s > 0. For 
k = 205, x(n) = (n/5)(n/41) it was found that S,(x) > 0 for all X, and 
S,(n) = 6, 24,52, 68, 75, 109, 161, 241, 281, 325, 335, 295, 256, 188, 120, 
78, 70, 58, 34, 10,O 
for n = 5, 15, 25, 35, 45, etc. 
At x = 101, 102, S,(x) assumed its maximum value 340. 
COROLLARY. I;,,,(&) > 0. 
